Introduction
Recent spectropolarimetric surveys (e.g. MiMeS, BOB, BinaMiCS and LIFE; Wade et al. 2016; Morel et al. 2015; Alecian et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2018 ) have revealed the presence of strong, globally organized magnetic fields on the surfaces of 10% of massive and intermediate-mass stars. These magnetic OBA stars form a distinct subpopulation, and neither their incidence rate (which is puzzlingly flat across a large range of stellar masses) nor the apparent lack of correlation between their magnetic and stellar properties are yet fully understood. Their fields are found to be stable over decades (e.g. Oksala et al. 2012; Shultz et al. 2018; Sikora et al. 2019a ). These characteristics are fundamentally at odds with the expected properties of dynamogenerated fields; furthermore, while such fields could be generated in the cores of hot stars, models fail to explain how they could be transported to the surface (e.g. Charbonneau & MacGregor 2001) . Therefore, the current consensus is that massive and intermediate-mass stars host fossil fields (Borra et al., 1982) , i.e. remnants from an earlier stage of evolution, though there are competing theories as to what that stage might be (e.g. pre-main sequence evolution, Alecian et al. 2017; Villebrun et al. 2019 ; or a previous stellar merger, Schneider et al. 2019) . 1 Many open questions remain, not only regarding the uncertain origin of these fields, but also regarding their strengths: the dearth of magnetic fields with strengths between a few G and about 100 G has led to the hypothesis of the existence of a so-called "magnetic desert" (Aurière et al., 2007) , and the evolution of that strength over time is a matter of some debate. Indeed, given the high conductivity in the atmosphere of these stars, magnetic flux conservation is generally assumed. While this might be a valid assumption for A-type stars (e.g. Landstreet et al. 2007; Sikora et al. 2019a ), it might not be the case for more massive stars (Landstreet et al., 2008; Fossati et al., 2016; Shultz et al., 2019) .
One of the main barriers to address these questions is the fairly sparse sample of known magnetic massive and intermediate-mass stars. Since spectropolarimetry is a photon-hungry technique, the most efficient approach to increase the sample size is to rely on indirect diagnostics to select highly probable magnetic candidates and build a targeted spectropolarimetric follow-up survey.
In particular, we aim to leverage the massive amount of data produced by the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS ; Ricker et al. 2015) . Due to its large coverage of the sky (∼85%), high cadence (either 2 or 30 minutes) and exquisite sensitivity and precision, TESS represents an ideal instrument for the study of stellar astrophysics, and in particular magnetic stars.
Rotational modulation
Magnetic massive and intermediate-mass stars present a rather homogeneous phenomenology in broadband optical photometry. Their light curves are typically characterized by periodic brightness variations that are modulated by the star's rotation period (i.e. rotational modulation). This is caused by two separate physical mechanisms. In the case of O-and early B-type stars, the stellar wind interacts with the magnetic field, which channels and confines it around the magnetic equator to form a dense magnetosphere (e.g. ud-Doula & Owocki 2002) . As a result, the column density varies with the angle at which the magnetosphere is viewed. Since the magnetic and rotational axes are not generally aligned, this viewing angle changes over the course of a rotational period, as described in the Oblique Rotator Model (ORM; Stibbs 1950) . Therefore, more or less continuum light is scattered out of the line of sight by the magnetosphere as the star rotates, leading to measurable photometric variations (e.g. Hesser et al. 1977; Wade et al. 2011) , which can then be modelled (Oksala et al., 2015; Munoz et al., 2019) using simple parametrizations of the structure of the magnetosphere (Townsend & Owocki, 2005; Owocki et al., 2016) . Additionally, variable wind blanketing due to the magnetic field and the nonspherically symmetric surface mass flux can also contribute to light curve variations on a rotational timescale (Krtička, 2016) .
In the case of cooler stars (later B-and A-type stars), the magnetic field affects atomic diffusion processes in the atmosphere (Alecian & Stift, 2010) , leading to chemical inhomegeneities on the stellar surface, which in turn cause brightness spots due to flux redistribution (e.g. Molnar 1973; Krtička et al. 2007 ). As the star rotates, the spots fall in and out of view, leading to periodic photometric variations (e.g. Peterson 1970) .
In both cases, the photometric signature is clearly periodic, and can be phased over fairly long time scales. This is already seen in TESS data (David-Uraz et al., MOBSTER 2019), as most of the known magnetic B-and A-type stars that were observed in sectors 1 and 2 exhibited that phenomenology. It was also found in a number of firstlight data of B (Pedersen et al., 2019; Balona et al., 2019) and Ap (Cunha et al., 2019) stars. Furthermore, this behavior has been searched for extensively in Kepler data (Balona, 2013 (Balona, , 2016 (Balona, , 2017 , revealing that a substantial fraction of A and B stars might exhibit rotationally-modulated light curves. Pulsations can also lead to similar photometric variations; however, since rotational modulation generally does not manifest itself as a pure sine wave (as expected, given the underlying processes), it can often be diagnosed by the presence of at least one strong harmonic of the rotational frequency (Bowman et al. 2018; Sikora et al. 2019b ; see Fig. 1 ). Of course, such a signal could still be associated with other types of variability. Binary stars can undergo eclipses as well as ellipsoidal variations, which are also periodic. While the first case leads to a rather recognizable signature, the second one can be quite easily confused with rotational modulation. Therefore, while an initial light curve analysis based on the detection of a strong, well-defined base frequency and its first harmonic can yield rotational modulation candidates, that sample will need to be further refined.
Since a star cannot be rotating faster than a certain critical velocity, an upper limit can be placed on a putative rotational frequency, restricting the parameter space somewhat. Then, a dedicated literature search can help eliminate other options (e.g. lack of large radial velocity variations that could be ascribed to a binary companion, etc.). Once obvious imposters have been removed, the remaining sample can reasonably be assumed to exhibit rotational modulation with a high probability (although further observations can help confirm that inference).
Detecting rotational modulation does not necessarily imply the presence of a magnetic field, but it is generally considered as a good indirect diagnostic, as not many physical processes are expected to lead to this type of signature. Therefore, stars which have rotationally modulated light curves can be considered as candidate magnetic stars, but require further diagnostics to confirm the presence of a field.
Spectropolarimetric follow-up
The most robust and informative observational diagnostic of the presence of a stellar magnetic field is high-resolution spectropolarimetry. Zeeman splitting can be measured in circularly polarized spectra and multi-line techniques can be leveraged to increase signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and improve sensitivity (Donati et al., 1997) . Existing large surveys are essentially magnitude limited: for instance, the sample studied by MiMeS is largely restricted to stars with V magnitudes brighter than about 6 (Wade et al., 2016) . Addressing our issue with small number statistics will involve surveying fainter stars. However, this poses some practical challenges: fainter stars are much more numerous and obtaining good SNR becomes increasingly challenging. Given that spectropolarimetry is inherently expensive, blind surveys are no longer a viable strategy in order to efficiently improve the number of detected magnetic stars in that magnitude range.
Instead, targeted surveys can strongly increase the efficiency of such an observing program. Using prior knowledge to pre-select a sample with a high probability of detection requires indirect diagnostics of stellar magnetism. As established in the previous section, rotationally-modulated light curves provide one such diagnostic. 
MOBSTER
This method has already proven to be successful: out of a subset of 16 stars selected from the K2 sample for which spectropolarimetric observations were obtained, Buysschaert et al. (2018) detected a magnetic field in 11 stars, in other words achieving a detection rate of ∼70%, which is of course much higher than the overall incidence rate (∼10%) of magnetic fields in hot stars. This strategy does not allow us to assess or refine the global incidence rate, but it maximizes the output of a given allocation of telescope time and improves the statistics of magnetic properties.
The three workhorse instruments presently accessible to our community to perform high-resolution spectropolarimetry are NARVAL on the Télescope Bernard-Lyot, ESPaDOnS on the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, and HARPSpol on ESO's 3.6-m telescope at La Silla. A few principal investigator (PI) proposals have already been submitted to use these facilities on a first set of targets. Moving forward, our strategy is to compile a comprehensive list of high-probability candidate magnetic stars and observe them systematically, taking full advantage of all three instruments. Given their latitudes, they nicely cover the area of the sky probed by TESS. At this point, we have identified a few hundred stars whose light curves show signs of rotational modulation. Over the full duration of the mission this number will increase, but we aim to distill this sample to 100-200 high probability candidates, distributed across a range of mass and spectral type bins. Even taking into account a conservative detection rate of 50%, we expect to usefully increase the number of known magnetic massive and intermediate-mass stars and outperform blind surveys by a factor of a few.
Finally, for even fainter stars, we can attempt to use the FORS2 low-resolution spectropolarimeter on the ESO Very Large Telescope. Although this instrument is less sensitive in terms of the detectable magnetic geometries because of its low spectral resolution, it would allow us to explore a much larger sample. Medium-resolution observations can also be carried out using the dimaPol and MSS (Main Stellar Spectrograph) spectropolarimeters, installed respectively on the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory's 1.8-m Plaskett Telescope and the Bolshoi Teleskop Altazimutalny at the Russian Special Astrophysical Observatory.
Conclusions and future work
The MOBSTER Collaboration is a wide scale community effort comprised of observers and theorists using TESS data to improve our knowledge of magnetic massive stars. A large part of that endeavor involves identifying magnetic candidates by selecting stars with rotationally-modulated light curves and building a large targeted spectropolarimetric follow-up survey. By detecting tens to hundreds of new magnetic stars in the OBA spectral type range, we will crucially improve our sample statistics, thus refining the properties of the subpopulation of magnetic massive and intermediate-mass stars and allowing us to answer some of the big questions that have perplexed researchers in our field for the past decade.
Further improvements to our methods should include an automated algorithm to classify light curves and select for rotational modulation. Such a technique has been used fruitfully in the past, sometimes in combination with machine learning (e.g. Dubath et al. 2011) . So far, we have mostly been using 2-minute cadence data from TESS. However, only about 200,000 targets (including a small fraction of OBA stars) have been observed with this cadence. The full-frame image data pta.edu.pl/proc/2019dec6/123 (30-minute cadence) includes over 500 million point sources (Stassun et al., 2018) , and will present a much greater challenge in terms of data management and analysis.
Finally, a better theoretical characterization of the expected variability for the most massive stars in our sample would be beneficial to better understand how to recover the rotational modulation signal. Depending on the geometry and the density of the magnetosphere, the photometric variations associated with continuum scattering can be quite subtle (of order a few mmag). However, if the magnetospheric material is not centrifugally supported (as is usually the case for magnetic O stars), it falls back onto the stellar surface, forming dynamic flows. Since the magnetosphere is not in a steady state, this can also lead to rather stochastic photometric variations, the amplitude of which has yet to be predicted. This is akin to the line profile variations that are expected (and might be seen) in Hα due to this same phenomenon (ud-Doula et al., 2013) .
